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Teachers: This is your input into the annual ARD for the student listed below. Please return by the date shown so your recommendations will 

receive ARD consideration.  
  

Teacher:  ________________________________                  Subject:  ______________________                 Date:  _____________  

Return form to:   _______________________________________                                       by:  ______________________  
Student Name:   _________________________________                   Grade:  _______              Current Grade Average:   _______  

 

Student’s Current Level of Performance 

*(Please fill in all areas applicable to your content area)   Include Fluency rate and level 

Academic Area 
List specific 

Academic Strengths 
List specific 

Academic Challenges 

Reading 
(include Intervention(s) 

used) 

  

Math 
(include intervention(s) 

used) 

  

Written Language 
(include intervention(s) 

used) 

  

Science/Social Studies 
(include intervention(s) 

used) 

  

Foreign Language   

Behavior   

Speech/Language   

Other   

          

 

STAAR Subject Assessed: Previous Score(s)/Date(s) Benchmark Score(s)/Date(s) 

Reading/ELA   

Math   

Please check if applicable: Always Mostly Sometimes Rarely 

Comes prepared     

Completes class work     

Remains on task     

Comprehends     

Completes homework     
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Science   

Social Studies   

Writing   

 
 

Suggested Modification Codes 
 

Subject: ____________________________________        
 

Highlight or circle the proposed modifications/accommodations for the student routinely used in your class. 

Remember, the ARD committee makes the final determination of student modifications. 
 

 1 to 2 step directions 
Accommodated tests and assignments (Fewer items on a 
page) 

Allow extra time for oral response to allow student time to 
formulate thoughts 

Amplification device 

Assignment notebooks Basic transcribing (word processor) 

Behavior Intervention Plan Braille 

Calculation Devices Change in project/report requirements (specify) 

Change pace of instruction Check for understanding 

Clarification or rewording of complex questions and concepts 
using definitions, similies and literal language, etc. 

Clarification or rewording of vocabulary, complex sentences 
and concepts using definitions, similies, literal language, 
graphics, animation, etc. 

Clearly defined/consistent limits Colored overlays (specify color) 

Complex transcribing (specify) Concrete reinforcers 

Consider effort/participation as part of grade Cooling-off period 

Defined physical space 
Demonstrate understanding by student orally paraphrasing 
content 

Dictionary 
Direct student attention to specific information (e.g., parts of 
the selection, parts of a graphic, parts of an answer choice) 

Directions given in a variety of ways/simplified Emphasis on major points and test only those points 

Encouragement for classroom participation Exemption from reading before peers 

Extra time (Specify) Frequent breaks 

Frequent feedback Gestural cues 

Highlighters or colored pencils Identification of formula(s) to use with specific questions 

In-class support Individual administration 

Individualized Structured Reminders Interpreter for the deaf 

Large print Magnifying devices 

Manipulating test materials for student Mathematics manipulatives 

Mathematics scribe Minimize distractions 

Modified assignments & tests (simplified sentence structure 
and vocabulary) 

Modified curriculum (change in TEKS) 

Modified environment to reduce auditory/visual stimuli Modified instructional materials 

No penalty for spelling errors except on final drafts 
Note taking assistance (provide copy in exchange for 
student's attempt) 

Omit assignments requiring copying or timed tasks Open book tests 

Opportunity to respond orally Opportunity to retest orally 

Oral administration of tests (entire) 
Oral administration of tests (for Reading, English, Math, and 
Science: Test questions, answer choices, and required 
reference materials may be read aloud to a student) 

Oral administration of tests (all questions and answer choices Oral administration of tests (questions and answer choices 
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read to student) read at student's request) 

Oral directives Peer partner 

Photocopies of test Physical assistance 

Place marker Positive reinforcers 

Preferential seating / Proximity control 
Preview text before reading to activate prior knowledge, draw 
conclusions and set a purpose for reading 

Private discussions about behavior Reading (decoding) assistance 

Reduce penalty for spelling errors Reduce spelling list 

Reduced written task Reminders to stay on task 

Repeated review & drill 
Scaffold steps in a process (i.e., bullet each step, space out 
each step) 

Scaffold understanding of open-ended questions about texts 
(i.e., short answer questions) 

Short answer tests 

Small group administration of tests Special projects in lieu of assignments 

Spelling assistance (specify) Study sheets/previews/summaries (with answers) 

Supervision during transitions/unstructured times Supplemental aids 

Support for general education provided by special education Taped texts 

Taping lectures Use of generic and question-specific graphic organizers 

Use of writing process checklist Verbal prompts 

Visual cues Access grade level curriculum through prerequisite skills 

Individualized Instruction Specialized supports to access grade level curriculum 

Pair images or text with photographs, pictures, 
representations, or real objects of the same content 

Other: 

 
 
 

Other information regarding this student: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


